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December  2006 
 
Mr. Mike Atkins 
SE Gateway Development Corp. 
Syracuse, New York,   13202 
 
Re: SE Gateway Project 
 Design Plan Report 
 
Dear Mr. Atkins: 
 
The UDC is pleased to present this Design Plan Report for the SE Gateway Neighborhood. This vision for a 
revitalized Gateway Neighborhood proposes a mix-use commercial center, and includes development strategies & 
design recommendations, based  in part, on data from the concurrent MetroEDGE Report of July 2005. 
 
This Urban Design Center team of planning professionals has worked on this Gateway Design Vision Plan, initiated 
in 2004,  at the invitation of you and the Metropolitan Development Association. The  many contributors who have 
assisted in this plan are listed on the Acknowledgements page at the front  f the Design Plan report. 
 
This Design Plan contains many drawings, illustrations and development suggestions with proposed  commercial 
types and program uses, with square foot areas and probable construction cost estimates for the build-out 
phasing options I, II, III and IV, as illustrated here. 
 
We recommend this Design Plan be advanced for inclusion into the Syracuse Comprehensive Plan as soon as is 
practical. This is a critical initial step in the planning process. An implementation chart  is also included listing the 
tasks and actions needed to advance this vision plan. Many of these steps include action items by various city 
departments. You will also find in the appendices some examples of what we suggest for “Form Based” design 
guidelines, a sample RFP to potential developers, so that a coalition of  public-private entities can control 
development, in order to ensure conformance with this Design Plan and the future design guidelines yet to be 
developed. 
 
The Urban Design Center will be available to assist your group in the next steps as you move into the 
implementation phase of the planning for the SE Gateway Neighborhood. 
 
We look forward to working with you and the entire Development Committee in the coming months as the city begins 
the adoption process. 
 
Sincerely,           
  
 
 
 
 
 
  Dean A. Biancavilla, AIA, LEED AP  Robert M. Haley, Jr., AIA, LEED AP 
  Director     Co Director 
  Urban Design Center, Inc.   Urban Design Center, Inc.   
 

URBAN  DESIGN  CENTER,  INC. 
c/o     Architects Resource Center, Store #11 
109 Warren St, Syracuse, New York,    1 3202
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Office of the Mayor 

 
Matthew J. Driscoll, Mayor 

 

  Remarks made by Mayor Matthew J. Driscoll 

South Side Economic Development Press Conference 

  Chamber of Commerce  

June 28, 2006 

Good Morning.  I’m happy to join Sen. Valesky and everyone gathered 

here to discuss the economic development projects being undertaken in 

the South Salina Trade Area.   

 

I’d like to thank Councilor Van Robinson and Mike Atkins for guiding this 

project since the first analyses were done in 1999.    I’d also like to thank 

Darlene Kerr of the Chamber of Commerce, Robert Haley and Dean 

Biancavilla of the American Institute of Architects, Craig Watters of the 

Falcone Center and Joseph Dickson of the Southside Innovation Center 

for their continued support of this project.   
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Last year, NeighborWorks America commissioned a market analysis 

study to determine the potential for retail development in the South Salina 

Trade Area.  The study, conducted by MetroEdge proved what we 

already suspected, that the area holds great promise for retail 

development.   As you can see by these boards, a number of factors 

contribute to this potential, including the area’s population density which 

gives it 10 times more buying power per square mile compared to 

Onondaga County and the fact that the number of median income 

households is rising.   

However, “retail float” out of the area is perhaps the best indicator of the 

potential for retail development.  Approximately $43 million dollars leaves 

the South Salina trade area every year because goods and services are 

not available locally.  For example, the area experiences over 8 million 

dollars in “retail float” associated with food stores alone.  Also, the lack of 

department stores, drug stores and automotive and home supply stores 

accounts for an addition 10.7 million dollars in retail float annually.   

“Retail float” affects neighborhoods not only economically but socially as 

well.  
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When residents make purchases outside their neighborhood, the 

resulting economic drain leads to disinvestment, increased 

unemployment and their accompanying social issues. When businesses 

are present, the overall economy of the neighborhood is proportionally 

increased and the neighborhoods also benefit from the creation and 

expansion of secondary businesses that develop.  This increased 

development helps create new wealth for neighborhood residents, 

housing stock improves and more housing options are offered eventually 

the overall well being of the neighborhood is dramatically improved and a 

sustainable sense of place and economic vitality results.   

 

Now I’d like to turn the program over to Robert Haley and Dean 

Biancavilla from AIA’s Urban Design Center who will unveil the plans for 

the Southeast Gateway Neighborhood Center.   

   

 

 

 

 

203 City Hall – Syracuse, N.Y. 13202-1473 – (315) 448-8005 – Fax: 448-8067 
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 A farmers market

A active public realm

Section One : 
Introduction

Introduction

Gateway Design Plan

The concept of this study was generated by the
SE Gateway Neighborhood CDC and the Urban
Design Center of Syracuse was brought onto
the team to help with design and to help with
the visioning. It was agreed that the study’s
purpose  is to create a design vision for a
revitalized Gateway Commercial Neighborhood
based on the desires of the business
community and the MetroEdge economic
analysis and findings of 2005. This Design Plan
has evolved from meetings over the past two
years with business and community leaders,
and in part from a previous Community
Charrette  of the Gateway Neighborhood from
1999. This Design Plan has been developed by
the Urban Design Center of Syracuse, a not for
profit planning organization of Architects and
Landscape Architects, working at times with the
Schools of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture of Syracuse University and SUNY
Environmental Sciences and Forestry
respectively.

This Design Plan presents a vision for a new
neighborhood commercial & residential center 
[mixed use buildings] and corridor, creating a
place where people want to live, work and
shop, a cultural place where restaurants and
music clubs abound with the variety of music
and ethnic tastes. The vision for this
neighborhood center will visualize rebuilding a
missing link between our downtown and the
residential neighborhoods of our City’s
Southside Gateway community. This vision will
utilize the planning principles of traditional town
and city neighborhood commercial centers like
North Salina Street, Eastwood and Harlem.
This plan utilizes a mixed-use blend of
businesses, stores, restaurants with residential
and office space on the upper floors. With
residential neighborhoods to the east, south
and west, and the Downtown to the north, this
Gateway commercial center will not only
become a convienient pace to shop, but with a
variety of entertainment and dining choices, this
area will become a desires place to live.
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Section Two:
Community Design Charrette
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SE Gateway/ Kings Park Neighborhood Design Plan -                                                               Section One  - Page 

Gateway Models on Display- Prof David Gamble discussing the design 

Section Two : 
Community Charrette -
Summer 1999

Much of the strength of the not-for-profit
Urban Design Center comes from its
volunteers. Both the design professionals
and the students from Syracuse University
who participate in outreach to our
community by helping to study pressing
urban problems and applying good design.

Members from all five supporting
organizations of the  Urban Design Center
of the participated in and made successful
the first pilot project. This was a study of an
economically stressed neighborhood on
Syracuse’s South Side called the
Southeast Gateway area by city agencies
mobilizing private and public resources to
begin a revitalization of this key
neighborhood. The project team at the
Center met many times with the
neighborhood organizations and also
toured the Gateway area documenting the
concerns of the residents as well as to
consider the visionary ideas coming from
the locals trying to determine where these
might be best located to enhance the urban
fabric. 

Part of the preliminary analysis of the
Gateway neighborhood included looking
back to a time in the 1890's when the area
was densely populated and many more
shops and businesses were located there.
This allowed for a look at the originating
urban fabric of the neighborhood.
Identifying characteristics became very
evident like the old street pattern, the
general size of the buildings, patterns of
building setbacks, sideyards & backyards,
patterns of mixed use, categories of
mercantile shops versus industrial uses
and so on. Several neighborhood meetings
conducted during the summer of 1999
gathered a list of sorts of desired new
shops, parks, services, cultural functions
and recreation needs.

A consensus developed within the project
team at the Design Center that the
proposals for new projects needed to be
grouped together and assigned to very
different areas of the neighborhood so that
some functions did not tear at the urban
fabric but reinforced it. The Design Center
decided to take two approaches to
grouping the desired uses. One approach
would ultimately  be assigned the heading
of Urban Village and the second grouping

would be assigned the heading of
Business Center. There would be
commercial uses in both groups as well
as residential uses in both but of
appropriate type and compatible to the
portion of the neighborhood assigned. 

The Business Center was assigned the
section of South Salina Street from Burt
Street down to Kennedy Street and the
Urban Village was assigned to Oakwood
Avenue from the Railroad overpass to the
Martin Luther King Elementary School. 

The Urban Design Center [UDC]
organized the next step for the study to

include a day-long Community Charrette
to be held at the Syracuse Housing
Authority’s Central Village Youth Center
on Van Buren Street. A Saturday was

selected and September 14th, 1999 was
advertised with handouts and
announcements in local newsletters to get
area residents to participate in the
Charrette. With assistance from the City
of Syracuse Department of Community
Development and the Syracuse Housing
Authority the Charrette drew some sixty
participants.

Information Booklets were prepared for
handouts the day of the Charrette to all
participants volunteers and citizens alike.
Three Charrette Teams were organized
with two assigned to work on the Business
Center and one to work on the Urban
Village. Charrette Team Leaders were
Tom Anderson and Matt Broderick, AIA,
for the Business Center Teams #1 & #2
respectively and Dean Biancavilla, AIA,
for the Urban Village Team #3. UDC
Associate Director Robert M. Haley, Jr,
AIA circulated as a monitor for both
Teams #1 and #2.  

A short introduction and orientation was
given that Saturday morning by UDC
Director Dean Biancavilla to all Charrette
participants. Presentations were made of
the information boards, maps, booklets so
that all present had an understanding of
the agenda for the day as well as the
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Sketch Plan from Charrette 1999

desired goal for what resultant sketches
would come from the study.

Architects, Landscape Architects, students,
neighborhood residents, shop owners, area
ministers, and local  officials all worked
side by side in looking at the graphic
layouts of the two areas under study in the
Gateway neighborhood. Even two city
common councilors participated in the
Charrette. 

At the end of a very productive day sketch
solutions were developed for the three
teams and summary pin-up was performed
at the end to show everyone the how the
proposals would work in context. A large
scale model was produced by the Students
that showed the existing neighborhood as
well as small scale models of the proposals
the day fo the Charrette.

The City of Syracuse has begun to
incorporate the design suggestions that
came out of this successful community
charrette and the process is being used as
a model for future efforts. The Urban
Design Center is preparing and exhibit of
the material of the Charrette in order to
share it with all city residents interested in
improving the quality of urban life and the
quality of urban neighborhoods.
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The excerpt below was from a Syracuse University publication in 2000 on the student work at the School

of Architecture in conjunction with the Urban Design Center.
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• Area to be the South Salina Corridor from

Burt Street down to  Castle Street

• Suggestions developed as templates for

further south and other areas

• Build on previous work done from the 1999

community charrette and the 2000 Gateway

Report to enable a submission to SNI fund

CommunityCommunity$$$$$$$$  

GroceryGrocery  

NationalNational

  µµµµµµµµ Retailer RetailerFood Court &Food Court &

ParkPark            $

CommunityCommunity$$$$$$$$  

GroceryGrocery  

City - County City - County $$$$$$$$

ServicesServices
Seafood Seafood 

µµµµµµµµ  RestaurantRestaurant

Section Two : 
Community Steering Committee
Meetings - Summer 2004

The Map below highlights the area which was the
focus of the meetings and visioning during the
summer of 2004

As a follow-up to the planning steps of 1999-
2000 the steering committee asked the Urban
Design Center to work on a Design Plan for
the South Salina Street Corridor. This Plan
would  be developed after several meetings
and workshops with the Steering Committee
and include design suggestions for what infill
development might look like in physical form if
it was to strengthened neighborhood fabric.

The map below was developed to summarize
the information coming out of the meetings
and the previous Gateway Report 2000  

The sketch above was developed to show the idea of an Urban Park 
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Section Three:
Development Needs
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Lexington Food Market in Baltimore

Section Three : 
Gateway Report 2000 Development Suggestions

A quick summary of the proposed for development of mixed use infill along the South Salina
Street Corridor from Adams Street south to East Castle Street. from the SE Gateway 2000
report has a handful of important components of this Plan includes the following projects :

1) Neighborhood Grocery Store [ approx. gross sf 11,000]

2) A National Retailer [approx. gross sf 20,000]

3) A City-county Center for Social Services [approx. gross sf 5,000]
this was proposed for a renovation project in the old Sears Bldg.

4) A Food Court Development/ & Public Park that could double as an
Events Space [2 small restaurants /2 coffee shops / 2 sandwich shops -
approx. 400sf each for a total of 2400sf]

5) A Seafood Restaurant Franchise / national chain [approx. gross sf
6,000]

Under  item 3) above the idea of renovating the vacant Sears Department Store building
on South Salina Street was prime consideration by the residents because of the history of the
store in the economic life of the neighborhood. The existing 1930's Sears bldg at 1300-1340
S. Salina Street is both in the Empire Zone and the Empowerment Zone and  has 84,540 SF
floor area.

A successful redevelopment of this type of building was just in the national news for
Minneapolis, MN. An old Sears building downtown was renovated and received an

preservation award from the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The city of Minneapolis

acquired its vacant Sears building in 2001, then issued a request for proposals in 2003. Ryan
Companies US, Inc., won the competition with their plan for seven floors of affordable
apartments, eight floors of higher-end loft condominiums, a marketplace comprised of dozens
of ethnic vendors featuring local food and crafts, nine floors of office space, a county service
center, a branch bank and other retailers and services all accessed from a central "Main

Street" featuring the work of local artists.
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Section Three : 
Metro-Edge Development Suggestions 2005

MetroEdge, a market research company specialized in urban markets, was commissioned by NeighborWorks America to conduct a market analysis of
the potential for retail development in the South Salina Street Trade Area of Syracuse, New York. Their report was issued in July of 2005 and our
Design Team worked to include their recommendations as to the development suggestions and augmented with physical building needs. The full report
can be viewed at the City’s Economic Development offices or at the SE Gateway Community Development Corp. Offices.  

A shortlist of the suggestions  for development
from the Metro Edge Report on the South
Salina Street Trade Area..   A handful of
important ideas called Retail Float from this
report includes the following projects :

1) Food Store [aka Neighborhood
Grocery Store] - sales area [4,524 sf]

2) Hardware / Building materials
retailer - sales area [9,598sf] 

3) Eating and Drinking Places [aka
Restaurants & Bars] - sales area
[7,396sf]

4) Drug and Proprietary [aka
Neighborhood Pharmacy] sales area
[5,149sf] 

5) Apparel and Accessory Stores [aka
Clothing Retailer]- sales area
[3,626sf]

6) Household Appliances, Radio & TV
[aka Electronics Retailer] -sales area
[1,767sf]
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Section Three : 
Combined Development Summary
from Gateway Report 2000 and Metro Edge 2005

A combined list from the Gateway Report 2000, meetings with the stakeholders in
2004 and the Metro Edge Report 2005 includes the following projects :

1) Neighborhood Grocery Store [ approx. gross sf
11,000]
ME - Food Store [aka Neighborhood Grocery Store] -
sales area [4,524 sf]

2) A National Retailer [approx. gross sf 20,000]
ME - Apparel and Accessory Stores [aka Clothing
Retailer]- sales area [3,626sf]

3) A Food Court Development/ & Public Park that could
double as a Events Space [2 small restaurants /2
coffee shops / 2 sandwich shops - approx. 400sf each
for a total of 2400sf]
ME - Eating and Drinking Places [aka Restaurants &
Bars] - sales area [7,396sf]

4) A Seafood Restaurant Franchise / national chain
[approx. gross sf 6,000] 

5) ME - Drug and Proprietary [aka Neighborhood
Pharmacy] sales area [5,149sf] 

6) ME - Hardware / Building materials retailer - sales
area [9,598sf]

7) ME - Household Appliances, Radio & TV [aka
Electronics Retailer] -sales area [1,767sf]

 
8) A City-County Center for Social Services [approx.

gross sf 5,000]
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Section Three :
Combined Development Summary
Space Program Projections - using MetroEdge “Salina Street Trade Area” data
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Section Three :
Combined Development Summary
Design Plan Area Projections & Estimate of Probable Costs
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Section Three :
Combined Development Summary
Design Plan Parcel Areas & Development Options
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Section Three :
Combined Development Summary
Design Plan Parcel Areas & Development Options -continued
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Section Three :
Combined Development Summary
Design Plan Development Phasing Projections
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Section Three :
Combined Development Summary
Design Plan - Preliminary Estimate of Probable Rehabilitation Costs
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Section Four:
Physical Context
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Section Four :
Physical Context and Existing Conditions

CITY CONTEXT  
The Gateway Area has been the subject of many physical planning studies over the past 7 years. Urban Landscape Proposals were
advanced by the SUNY Syracuse ESF School of Landscape Architecture in 1998 and Neighborhood Planning proposals have been
mad by the SU School of Architecture and the Urban Design Center of Syracuse in 1999.

The Southeast Gateway Community Development Corporation has been working to advance development in
this area for over five years. Many neighborhood individuals and groups have worked to develop new ideas for
housing and commercial development in the greater Gateway area. 

This report utilizes the recent findings of the MetroEdge economic analysis and market projections as support
for previously gathered information by the Urban Design Center and the SE Gateway CDC  for a phased
development of first floor commercial space as the generator of a neighborhood center of shops, markets,
stores, services and  restaurants. These developments would be built in a manor to create an area where

people will shop, work and live, and planned to provide an interesting and inviting place to visit. 

The Southeast
Gateway area
just south of
Downtown
Syracuse and
west of I-81
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Section Four :
Physical Context and Existing Conditions

RELATED STUDY AREAS
The Southeast Gateway neighborhood has been the subject of many development studies and proposals in
recent years. Independent and combined design studios from the Syracuse University  School of Architecture

CDC (Community Design Center) and the SUNY ESF School of Landscape Architecture, along with the UDC
(Urban Design Center), all working with the neighborhood residents and business owners, have made
significant planning proposals to City planning representatives starting in 1999. 

The MetroEDGE economic analysis and a recent housing study by the SU Architecture CDC studio have  added
valuable information to the potential for creating a “Gateway Economic Development Corporation”.
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Section Four :
Physical Context and Existing Conditions

SITE CONTEXT
The area studied for this Design Plan [ the aerial photograph portion shown below]  is just south of the Syracuse
Downtown center. This area evolved around the intersection of South Salina Street, Stare Rt. 11, and Cortland
Avenue, two of the original commercial routes linking Syracuse and the agricultural communities to the south.

Onondaga Creek is a close walk to the west, through what has evolved from low lands and flood plain, to many
industrial uses. Over the past 150 years residential neighborhoods have developed to the east and south. South
Salina Street was predominantly residential in these early years, and transforming to commercial uses from the
1920's and 1930's. Over the past 30 years, with the growth of shopping malls and larger retail stores, this area
has see little economic growth. 

The areas in yellow are predominantly residential, including Syracuse Housing Authority apartments and
managed properties. Many homeowners in the area are second & third generation families. Business owners

and associations have promoted the need for a neighborhood commercial center.  

Center of 
Downtown Syracuse
to the north 

Syracuse University &
Hospital complex
immediately to the
east

The OnTrack elevated
railway runs through
the neighborhood,
forming a “wall” or
visual barrier  between
this area of the city.

I-81 runs along the
east edge of the
Southeast Gateway
Neighborhood.
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Section Four :
Physical Context and Existing Conditions

EMPIRE ZONE
Purple areas indicate the Empire Development Zone from the Onondaga County GIS mapping website
which showns the areas available for New York State economic assistance. 

Most of the proposed
Gateway
Neighborhood
Commercial Center is
in these Empire
Zones.
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State Brownfield Site Development Programs

Environmental Restoration Program (ERP)

The ERP is funded by the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation (NYS-DEC) and is
available to both municipalities and community-based
organizations (501c3 nonprofits). The program has two
distinct phases, investigation and remediation, and 90%
of the costs incurred are reimbursable. The one primary
exception to this is demolition, where only 50% of the
costs associated are reimbursable.

Future Project: SIDA properties on the 1000 block of
South Salina Street 
Summary: O’Brien & Gere Consultants have submitted
a proposal for the completion of the ERP application. A
pre-application meeting has been scheduled for
November 1st with OBG and James Burke from the
NYS-DEC. Phase I and II tests that have already been
completed will be used to prove that this site is a good
candidate for the ERP.

Brownfield Opportunity Area (BOA) Program

Summary: The Brownfield Opportunity Areas Program
provides municipalities and community based
organizations with assistance (up to 90 percent of the
eligible costs) to complete area-wide planning
approaches to brownfields redevelopment. The
Brownfield Opportunity Areas Program will enable
municipalities and community based organizations to:

• Address a range of problems posed by
multiple brownfield sites;

• Build consensus on the future uses for the
area with an emphasis on strategic brownfield
sites; and

• Establish the multi-agency and private-sector
partnerships necessary to leverage assistance
and investments to revitalize neighborhoods
and communities.

Three phases exist within the BOA program;
Pre-Nomination, Nomination, and Site Assessment.
Syracuse is currently at the Nomination Phase Level.
The Nomination phase provides an in-depth and
thorough description and analysis, including an
economic and market trends analysis, of existing
conditions, opportunities, and reuse potential for
properties located in the proposed BOA. The BOA
emphasizes the identification and reuse potential of
priority brownfield sites that are catalysts for
revitalization.

Two areas are targeted in Syracuse for the Nomination

Phase of the BOA: The Gateway Area of the South Side of Syracuse,
and The Erie Boulevard Area:

The Gateway Area: This neighborhood is located just south of Downtown
Syracuse, and is characterized with approximately 4 brownfield sites with
multiple parcels per site, in a 59-acre area. The study area is situated
between Cortland Avenue and state Street, and is bordered by E. Taylor
Street on the North, and West and East Kennedy Streets on the South.

Please contact the Office of Economic Development at Syracuse City
Hall for further assistance with these programs.
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Section Four :
Physical Context and Existing Conditions

MetroEDGE Report Study Area

This map shows the  MetroEdge
“Trade Area”, the  Economic Market
Analysis area study of 2005-2006.

Land uses are shown either side of
South Salina Street, extending from
Adams Street at  the north to
Brighton Avenue at the south.

I-81 runs along the right edge of the
map.

The area is predominantly
residential with  commercial uses
along South Salina Street,
apartments to the northeast area,
and one and multi-family housing to
the south. Mixed industrial and 
commercial used complete the
northwest quadrant
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Section Four : 
Physical Context and Existing Conditions

Existing Businesses and Conditions

            

                                     
                                     

Many years of
business decline
and the resulting
building decay has
left this area with a
fragment of it’s
original business
density and
character.

Existing buildings
will need to be
rehabilitated to be
compatible with new
development
construction. 

Some buildings
presently closed
should be renovated
for commercial use,
rather than being
demolished.

Preliminary land
planning and control
is necessary to be
able to develop the
intended master
plan design. 

An index of the
existing buildings and
commercial space
needed to verify
existing development
areas.

Preliminary
rehabilitation
estimates are
suggested elsewhere
in this report.
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Section Five:
Development Model
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Commercial Development at Kentlands in 2002

Mega-Block Development at Kentlands in 2002

Section Five : 
Development  Model : Mega-Block

One of the dilemmas to encouraging
development along the South Salina Street
Corridor is the prevalence of small parcels
which do not allow enough area for
economical & contemporary retail without
combining several parcels together. While
this approach is typical for the modern
developer it does not address the
Community’s goals of trying to encourage
localized entrepreneurship and incubator
concepts of allowing local residents to start-
up businesses in order to better their
economic circumstances.

This Design Plan suggests a different
approach to development in the Corridor;
an approach which has been successful in
new urbanist developments around the
country. We will focus on just one as a
model. This is the successful retail core at
Kentlands in Gaithersburg, Maryland.
Kentlands, designed by Andres Duany, is a
recently-built mixed-use development which
not only has traditional style residential
neighborhoods but also an urban fabric for
a retail center. The development for this
retail is formed by large mega buildings
which in turn are subdivided into individual
tenant spaces on the first floor to
accommodate retail, office or food
establishments. What is unique about these
buildings is that they look like traditional
urban facades with changes in architectural
styles to match up with the length of
storefront on individual tenant exposure.
The developer is able to accomplish this
economic feat by building one mega-
building for the block and then modifies the
veneer of it in bays to match the individual
stores.

The examples at right show a main street in
Kentlands built in 2002 which has the
appearance of a 19th century village. The
upper floors are mixed use – some office
and or apartments on second floor and the
third floor is apartments only. The shared
emergency exits, shared Mechanical and
Electrical systems for the Mega Building
allow for an economy of scale that makes
this mixed use approach profitable to the
developer. 

This is the approach the Design Plan
recommends without necessarily endorsing
this style of architecture for South Salina
Street in Syracuse, NY.
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Section Five : 
Development Model

The development model for a
Neighborhood Commercial Center is
designed to serve the larger Southeast
Gateway community, and beyond. The
approach is based on the traditional
principles of mixed-use, urban living,
working  and shopping communities, both
existing and being created around the
country. 

The development model is based on the
existing resources of the area, as well as on
urban design examples found throughout
the city of Syracuse.

Traditional mixed-use commercial districts
provide opportunities for interesting and
diverse urban character. New buildings can
be built to “form based” design guidelines to
recreate cohesive neighborhood centers
serving nearby residents and visitors alike.

Shown here are photos of typical building
types from the Syracuse area which are
appropriate models for the proposed
Development of the Design Plan.

The basic form and efficiency of the
traditional two and three story, mixed-use
commercial building can be expanded to
larger sixes with current construction
methods and economies. This is the basic
building block of this development model. 

Early design sketches were developed to
illustrate how “form-based” design
guidelines can be used to create new
buildings which fit into a traditional urban
design context. Three and four story
commercial and residential buildings are
illustrated on the right. On the left, a tall
single story, neighborhood grocery store.
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Section Five : 
Development Model

These ideas were  based on many
examples of good Architectural design
within the City, helped to set the character
of the Vision of the Design Plan.

New “infill” two and three story mixed-use
buildings, with brick exteriors, large street
level windows, and residential scaled
windows on the upper floors are compatible
with existing buildings built 50-100 years
earlier shown to the right.

The large single story commercial
buildings can be designed to serve as
“ i n - f i l l ”  b u i l d i n g s  i n  c i t y
neighborhoods. The building can be
from 20-30 feet tall, with large
windows and entrances facing the
main street. Buildings should be built
to the sidewalk to maintain a typical
street setback character and scale.
Brick materials are recommended for
color and permanence. The use of
smaller upper windows can be scaled
to complement typical two and three
story mixed-use buildings nearby. 
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Section Five :
Development Model 

These are street views including 2 & 3 story
buildings found typically in and around the
City of Syracuse.

The quality of the pedestrian streetscape is very important to a commercial shopping area.
Tables and chairs can transform a common sidewalk into an enjoyable dining experience.

Buildings and materials can be simple.
First floor storefronts should have large
windows to provide views to the
shopping, service  and dining businesses
within.
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Section Five :
Development Model :
Planning for the “Big Box” Stores

Two possible sites
for “big box” store
locations are
illustrated here.
These stores act as
anchor stores in a
mall development.

The former Sears
Department store
building is large
enough and 
appropriate for reuse
as a “big box” store
location. See the
Appendix for
additional
information on a
similar renovation of
a former Sears Store

in Minneapolis.

The primary goal of this “pedestrian friendly” neighborhood design plan is to create an enjoyable place to shop and live, where
business opportunities are supported by the visual environment. Here small business development is encouraged along with larger
business market needs.  

In contemporary neighborhood planning like this, often called “New Urbanist” planning, the “big box” stores are provided for within the
design plan. National trends see the larger retailers reducing their store sizes as they move back into reviving city markets. These
illustrations show three locations for the big box store locations. These sites all need to reinforce the streetscape by building to the
sidewalk, provide a major store entrance on the main street , and be adjacent to large parking areas which lead to a major store
entrance. 

Key Elements

# Build to the street property line and fill in “vacant lots”
# Provide a primary street entrance and large storefront windows
# Have access to large parking areas leading to a open store entry.
# Encourage smaller site footprint areas, and multilevel shopping 
# Drive-thru’s should be on side streets, not on main streets, in order to maintain pedestrian character
# Building size should respect adjacent buildings and neighborhood character
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Section Five :
Development Model :
Planning for the “Big Box” Stores

A “big box” store would be appropriate on the first floor of a two or three story mid-

block, mixed-use development. This would be a good location for a grocery store or a

major retail department store. Additional parking would be provided by a parking

garage located on a parking lot location of the parking master plan.

Design guidelines for big box stores

are illustrated here. Additional

information is included in the

Appendix  of this report.
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Section Six:
Design Plan Illustrations
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

Looking north, at South Salina & Castle Streets

                                                                                                                                    
This vision for a South East Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center creates a place for increasing local
shopping and downtown residential density. The “Gateway” concept has long expressed a sense of this areas
importance and strategic location as the south entrance and transition to the Downtown Syracuse center. As
such this vision creates a “Gateway” to this commercial center and to the greater Downtown area as well.

These buildings create a “Gateway” to the commercial neighborhood. Two small  “towers” are located on either
side of South Salina Street , at the intersection of Castle Street, providing the “Gateway” to this area. Planning
and design guidelines for this district will create a typical shopping streetscape of large 1-story, and 2 -3+ story,
“Mixed-Use” buildings, all  with commercial space at street level, and  “market rate” residential or office space
on the upper levels. 
 

Key Elements

# Create a “Gateway” to the  neighborhood commercial center
# Build to street lot lines to establish the “the public realm”
# Provide shared parking lots behind the buildings
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This preliminary concept drawing illustrates the proposed character this business center, with
prime elements and urban features for new “infill”  development. This approach will create the
“Main Street” character of a Neighborhood Center.
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

“Birds-eye” view looking south.

This  “birds-eye” view of the proposed Vision Plan is looking south down Salina Street.  Cortland Avenue branches south and to the

right. The proposed “infill, mixed-use” development is shown in tan. 
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

Looking northeast and up Cortland Ave.

A ‘birds-eye” view of the Gateway Commercial Center Development Vision Plan looking northeast up Cortland Avenue, with the
proposed new mixed-use development shown in tan. Buildings are located on Salina Street. Large parking lots are provided on the
interior of he blocks with entrances directly into the commercial stores.
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Section Six :
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision
“Birds eye” view of Development Vision Looking Northeast at Salina & Tallman Streets

The Neighborhood Commercial Center provides a full first floor of commercial space. This would include restaurants, barber shops,
newspaper & magazine shops, hardware stores, both sit-in and take out food preparation stores, beauty salons, clothing and speciality

shops, and many other storefront shops, for the full length of the main streets in this center shopping area. 

A variety of “flexible” street level commercial space is to be provided. Both 1-story and multi-story buildings provide “open” and
“flexible” commercial leasing arrangements. A modular system of open floor space is provided inside these building block forms. The
lager 1-story buildings are almost 2-stories in height, thus providing the 24-28 foot high space of the typical “big box” store interior. The
buildings in the lower foreground of this view are the lager, 1-story type ,including a Neighborhood Grocery Store and a large Home
Improvement & Hardware Store. The 2, 3 and in a few key locations, the 4 story buildings will all provide full commercial space at the
street level of each building.
                                                                                                                                    
The triangular lot framed by Cortland Ave., Tallman Street and South Salina Street , just left of center in this view, becomes a central,
community “multi-use “plaza” for festivals, music, street markets and other special events. The South Side Jazz and music traditions
will have a central public place to gather and share talents and traditions. Trees are an essential part of this neighborhood street
scape. The small Coyne Company owned park at the north end of this open neighborhood plaza provides a significant landscape
feature to this area.

Building facades and street trees create a “public realm” of a pedestrian friendly shopping and living village center. Large parking lots
are provided on the interior of he blocks with entrances directly into the commercial stores. Large street level windows provide daylight
and views of the possible shopping and dining within.
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

Creating a “village Center”

A view looking south down South Salina Street and Cortland Avenue, shows the current triangular parking lot being developed as a
public “village commons” with a pavilion shelter and tent shelters for weekly and seasonal markets and flee markets. The existing
Coyne Company owned landscaped mini-park would remain at the intersection of these two streets, between the corner and the
proposed large pavilion shelter illustrated here.
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

The Neighborhood Commercial Center is built on the principles of current “Main Street” urban design concepts. The streetscape
creates the public realm of familiarity within an medium density urban neighborhood. The planning and design guidelines create a
street scape of 2-3 story , “Mixed-Use” commercial space at street level, with residential and office space on the upper levels. The
triangular lot framed by Cortland Ave., Tallman Street and South Salina Street becomes a central “multi-use “plaza” for festivals,
music, street markets and other special events.

Key Elements

# Create visual focus leading to the neighborhood commercial center
# Plant trees to establish a comfortable neighborhood landscape
# Build to street lot lines to establish the “place” and “the public realm”
# Maximize commercial windows at street level
# Maximize parking along the street, with shared parking lots behind buildings
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

View on Tallman Street from Cortland Avenue, looking east to South Salina Street. The building on the right is a high bay
neighborhood grocery store, to the left are ethnic food restaurants at street level with apartments and office space above. The two tall
buildings on Salina Street frame a pedestrian shopping walkway to the residential neighborhoods two blocks east. Restaurants and
street level shops have residential and office space on the upper floors.
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Section Six :
SE Gateway Neighborhood Commercial Center
Design Plan Illustrations : The Vision

This  view is looking south on Salina Street, at the corner of Tallman Street to the right. Across the street is the neighborhood grocery
store, a single use, story-and-a-half or high bay store of contemporary and economical strrl frame with brick and glass facade. The
street windows are large, as is traditional in pedestrian friendly shopping neighborhoods. On the left, two and three story mixed-use
buildings with commercial shops, stores, services and restaurants at street level, and residential and/or residential space above.
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Section Seven:
Implementation Protocols
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New Town example - Mashpee Commons, Mass.

Section Seven : 
Implementation Protocols

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

Several next steps” should be considered by the city and the SE Gateway CDC for the implementation of this
Design Plan. We will make suggestions under this Section for various entities be they city leaders, local
institutions, neighborhood CDC or the local neighborhood residents, merchants or businesses. 

STEP  ONE
Task Action By

# Create Design Guidelines hire consultant the city
# Adopt zoning overlay district create legal text for overlay the city
# Pass Zoning legislation Vote on district the city common council
# Obtain State funding support Work with Senator Valesky city / SE Gateway CDC 
# Create 

Gateway Business Resource Ctr obtain Federal grant support SE Gateway CDC

STEP  TWO
Task Action By

# Create RFP for developers create text for the process the SE Gateway CDC
# Gain Control of key parcels purchase or place easements on the city/ SE Gate. CDC
# Create program for new business work with banks & city economic the city

STEP  THREE
Task Action By

# Residential market campaign hire PR consultant the SE Gateway CDC
# National retail chain campaign hire PR consultant the SE Gateway CDC
# Create Local Merchant Assoc form a group to incorporate local merchants
# Obtain grant from Restore NY complete application               The SE Gateway CDC
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Market in Chattanooga, TN

Mashpee Commons, MA

Mashpee Commons, MA - a new

town

           
Section Seven:
Implementation Protocols

Step One Descriptions

Step One involves a series of tasks conceived
to create the legal framework to enforce the
Design Plan vision on future development.
Without this framework the neighborhood
would be subject to the whims of whatever a
developer wished to pursue.  

The key first task involves creating a set of
Design Guidelines which would be adopted as
a zoning overlay district by the City of
Syracuse. The creation of the Guidelines
needs to be done by a design professional
familiar with form-based codes which would
show graphically the potential outcomes of the
development options. The City is the best
entity to undertake the hiring of the consultant
in order to make to the most of the consultant
services and allow for the basic work to be
applicable to other neighborhoods in the City.

The next key task is the zoning language itself
which is the legislation for amending the
zoning which in turn for the adoption of the
Design Guidelines that the City Planning
Commission would need. These could be
drafted by the Zoning Department of the City
under the direction of Chuck Ladd.

The actual passage of the legislation must be
done by the City Common Council after the
public hearings by the City Planning
Commission and the Council itself. This last
step will complete the necessary tasks for the
legal enforcability of the Design Plan along
with the Design Guidelines.

            
The creation of a Minority Business Resource
Center (MBRC) using as a model the well-
renowned Jamaica, Queens Business
Resource Center is critical for the success
overall Gateway Design Plan. Such a Center
can help in the formulation of new small
business enterprises from within the
Community.  This activity will help fill many of
the new retail & office spaces which will

become available from te implementation and
construction of the Gateway Design Plan.
Funding for the creation of this Center is
available from State and Federal sources, the
same ones which Jamaica leaders utilized.
The funding programs mentioned by Rev.
Reed & Tim Marshall at the JBRC are grants
from the U.S. Small Business Administration
& U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The mission
of such a Center would be to provide technical
and financial assistance to new &established

businesses. Additional information is available
on the Center’s website www.jbrc.org .

Step Two Descriptions

This series of tasks has to do with an 
approach to get interest in the district from
potential developers, retail stores and
residential tenants for the proposed infill
development. 

The key task for this series involves the SE
Gateway CDC and the city gaining control of
additional parcels in the neighborhood in order
to help advance the vision of the Design Plan.
The advantages of the CDC being able to
promote the vision plan by writing these into
easements or other deed restrictions on the
property they acquire is an obvious one. 

The next task after gaining control over as
many parcels as possible would be creating a
“Request for Proposals” for developers to
come into the neighborhood and build infill
projects on those parcels.

Another important task is for the city to create
an economic development program for start-
up businesses by local residents of the
neighborhood. 

Step Three  Descriptions

This series of tasks involves creating a
marketing campaign for national retailers and a
residential market. Hiring a Public Relations
consultant experienced in creating such
campaigns would be undertaken by the SE
Gateway CDC.

Another important task for Step Three would
be the formation of a local merchants
association which would in turn assist the
merchants in various ways from continuing
education programs to joint advertising
campaigns to compete with local shopping
malls. 

A new grant program announced by Governor
Pataki on August 11th, 2006 called “Restore NY
Initiative” is an excellent opportunity for the SE
Gateway Community Development Corp to
apply for additional funds for development and
construction for implementing the Gateway
Design Plan. The program is to be
administered by the Empire State Development
Corp (ESDC).  More information is available on
the state webpage of

 www.empire.state.ny.us/restoreNY
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Section Eight:
Incremental Development 
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Section Eight :
Incremental Development : Planning for a Neighborhood Center

Phase 1- The first step is to          Phase 2- After the Neighborhood “center”        Phase 3- Continuing outward from

provide shops and services that are          buildings are established, the next            the center, single and mixed-use 
most desired and needed according          growth phase should extend outward              buildings of 2-3 story scale, would
to the shopping public. Single and             from the center of the community plaza           be added to form the north and south
mixed-use buildings would establish          and continue to build the street scape             “entrances” to the Gateway Neighborhood
the center of the “public gathering             and surrounding mixed-use buildings.              Center. These end buildings would be
place” and design character of the                .             designed to form prominent and

Gateway Neighborhood Center.                     memorable “gateway buildings”.

                                                                                                        

Illustration of Phased- Flexible Development Options (- each Phase shown in dark orange)

The proposed commercial development vision of this Design Plan can be advanced or sequenced in many
ways. The space planning provides a variety of commercial sizes and store types to accommodate a diverse
business environment. Building construction types and materials are permanent, yet economical in nature.

The building of this plan can respond to changing development need and methods.
 

Key Elements

# Establishment of development controls needed 
# Build to the Design Plan
# Establish phasing priorities to achieve initial “Neighborhood Center” character to support final

outcome
# Develop local ownership
# Support diversity in commercial businesses
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Design Vision - looking north along South Salina Street

Section Eight :
Incremental Development : Planning for a Neighborhood Center

   

Phase 4- After the development on Completed Vision of the Design Plan 
South Salina Street is established, then
additional building development 
would complete the “in-fill” of this 
“Main Street”. Additional development
would begin to increase the density of
Montgomery Street, thus creating a
secondary mixed-use street extending
from Salina Street eastward to the existing

neighborhood.   
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SE Gateway / Kings Park Landing Neighborhood Design Plan - Section Eight Pg

            

Section Eight: 
Incremental Development

Proposed uses of Design Plan     

Proposed development ideas were gathered from the Gateway business owners and stakeholders.
New business and services were suggested on the basis of need and a vision for a pedestrian friendly
neighborhood commercial district.
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Section Eight: 
Incremental Development

Design Plan 

The new development
of mixed-use
commercial and
residential space will
reestablish the street
as a pedestrian friendly
shopping and living
neighborhood center.

Parking lots should be
easy to find and
adjacent to the new 
commercial  stores,
shops and restaurants.

New buildings should
be located on the
street property line,
and fill the full width of
the site. This will
recreate the South
Salina streetscape,
and provide for a safe 
neighborhood
shopping center.
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Section Eight: 
Incremental Development

Planning for Parking 

The parking master plan is based on
providing adequate parking in a variety of
locations and sizes to meet the variety of
shopping and retail needs. A maximum
number of metered parking spaces should be
provides on both sides of Salina Street. Large
parking lots would be located behind the
commercial establishments, with entrances
directly from these lots as well as from the
Salina Street storefront.  Good sidewalks
should be provided at the edge of these lots,
and lead to the main pedestrian streetscape
including shade trees, light poles, benches
and other street furniture. 

Parking lots should be consolidated and
shared, similar to suburban mall parking lots,
to provide easy parking access for all the
businesses in the Gateway Commercial
Neighborhood.

As parking demands increases, certain  lots
would expand their capacity by building
parking garages in these same locations.
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Section Eight:
Incremental Development

Streetscape & Green Space

The character of a rejuvenated South Salina
Street will feel like a typical “Main Street”,
with tree lined streets, light poles, brick and
concrete sidewalks, and benches, with
tables and chairs for outside dining in warm
weather.

The streets will provide a pedestrian friendly
environment, with bright storefronts and
signs. Sidewalks will link the shopping
district to the residential neighborhoods
which surround this central area. 

A multi-use central “plaza” is provided at the
center of this commercial district. Daily
markets and flee markets can set up
temporary sales booths on this brick plaza.
Music & Jazz Festivals can set up at the
central pavilion. The food court cafe’s  along
Tallman Street can open the back of their
restaurants to the plaza for summer dining
and listening.

Streets and sidewalks are sized to carry the
primary and secondary traffic needed
through the area. 

Emphasis should be given to the sidewalks
as many residents will be walking to this
area, rather than driving.
Some pedestrian-only walks provide access
between adjacent streets.
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Section Nine:
Estimate Projections 
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Section Nine :
Estimate Projections

Proposed Design Plan  - the Vision
Estimate Projection Charts  

Existing buildings ( shown to the left in gray) and
proposed development buildings (shown in tan) of this

Design Plan, vary in height from 1-4 stories. 

Each “component” represents a part of the overall
development, and is listed in the chart on the following
pages. The individual components have been assigned
an approximate square foot area, and building height.

 The first floor space (blue in the chart on the next
page) has been totaled as commercial space use.
Upper floor areas (tan in the chart) have been totaled
as residential use and/or commercial / office space
uses. These  development components would
represent individual development projects, but are
represented here as a possible model for the overall
development and build-out of the Design Plan.

An estimate of probable costs are totaled for each
development component and shown in the estimate
projections of the charts on the following pages. The
entire component areas are further totaled as an
estimate of the entire Design Plan, if built as shown
here.
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Section Nine :
Estimate Projections

Estimate of Probable Costs for Proposed Design Plan - Vision Area Buildings
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Section Nine :
Estimate Projections

Estimate of Probable Costs for Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

For the purpose of this study, each of the existing buildings in the Design Plan
Vision area has been given a preliminary estimate for rehabilitation costs. The
area approximation of each building has been estimated and listed in the chart
below. These areas are not an accurate record of each building area. Real
estate records need to be reviewed for this purpose. Next a probable “square
foot cost” for “modest “ rehabilitation has been given for each building listed
below. These individual estimates are then totaled to provide a “Rehabilitation
Allowance Estimate” for this area.
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Appendix A:
Main Street Guidelines and Drugstore Guidelines
from National Trust for Historic Preservation

These guidelines are being included in the
Gateway Neighborhood Design Plan because
they illustrate several of the concepts that
need to be followed for implementation of the
Design Plan goals. Any work for Gateway
Design Guidelines should incorporate these
with minimal modification to the graphics as
presented by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation.
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Appendix B:
Smart Code V8.0 - excerpts 
from the Architectural Firm of Duany Plater-Zyberk

The following excerpts from the Smart Code
developed by Andreas Duany is included
here as an example of one of the next steps
to be done for the SE Gateway / Kings Park
Neighborhood as described in Section 7 -
Implementation.
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Inc ludes the complete SmartCode v8.0

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

M A R T  O D ES  C M A N U A L&
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A30
 SMARTCODE VERSION 8.0  

APPENDIX

Sample Community Plan 
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  CP - CIVIC PARKING RESERVE

   CB - CIVIC BUILDING RESERVE 

  CS - CIVIC SPACE RESERVE

TRANSECT ZONES

  T1 - NATURAL ZONE

  T2 - RURAL ZONE

  T3 - SUB-URBAN ZONE

  T4 - GENERAL URBAN ZONE

  T5 - URBAN CENTER ZONE

  T6 - URBAN CORE ZONE

CIVIC RESERVATIONS

 LONG PEDSHED (10 MIN. WALK)

 STANDARD PEDSHED (5 MIN. WALK)

 THOROUGHFARE TYPE

 MANDATORY SHOPFRONT FRONTAGE 

 RECOMMENDED SHOPFRONT FRONTAGE 

 RECOMMENDED ARCADE FRONTAGE 

 RECOMMENDED TERMINATED VISTA 
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V

SD -  SPECIAL DISTRICT 

W -   WARRANT

V-     VARIANCE

W

SD

RD-47-27

IX. SAMPLE REGULATING PLAN
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 SMARTCODE VERSION 8.0  

A3

APPENDIX

RURAL ZONES

◄ R U R A L l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l   T R A N S E C T  l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l U R B A N ►
URBAN ZONES

........ .......................................... ..LESS DENSITY

................................................LARGER BLOCKS

.....................................PRIMARILY RESIDENTIAL

........................................SMALLER BUILDINGS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .MORE GREENSCAPE

.......................................DETACHED BUILDINGS 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ROTATED FRONTAGES

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .YARDS & PORCHES

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .DEEP SETBACKS

...................................ARTICULATED MASSING

................................................WOODEN BUILDINGS

.............................GENERALLY PITCHED ROOFS

..............................................SMALL YARD SIGNS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LIVESTOCK 

.....................................................ROADS & LANES

......................................................NARROW PATHS

......................................HIGH L.O.S. STANDARDS

........................................OPPORTUNISTIC PARKING

.........................................LARGER CURB RADII

......................................................OPEN SWALES

................................................................NIGHT SKY

...........................................MIXED TREE CLUSTERS

.....................................MORE SILENCE REQUIRED

   

...................................LOCAL GATHERING PLACES

..........................................................PARKS & GREENS

PR
IV

AT
E

URBAN CORESUB-URBAN NATURAL RURAL URBAN CENTER GENERAL URBAN

CI
VI

C
PU

BL
IC

MORE DENSITY...............................................................

SMALLER BLOCKS..........................................................

PRIMARILY MIXED-USE.....................................................

LARGER BUILDINGS........................................................

MORE HARDSCAPE.........................................................

ATTACHED BUILDINGS...................................................

ALIGNED FRONTAGES.....................................................

STOOPS & SHOPFRONTS..............................................

SHALLOW SETBACKS....................................................

SIMPLE MASSING.......................................................

MASONRY BUILDINGS.....................................................

GENERALLY FLAT ROOFS.............................................

BUILDING-MOUNTED SIGNAGE.........................................

DOMESTIC ANIMALS........................................................ 

STREETS & ALLEYS...........................................................

WIDE SIDEWALKS.........................................................

LOW L.O.S. STANDARDS....................................................

DEDICATED PARKING...................................................

SMALLER CURB RADII...................................................

RAISED CURBS...............................................................

BRIGHT LIGHTING........................................................

ALIGNED STREET TREES...................................................

MORE NOISE ALLOWED.................................................

REGIONAL INSTITUTIONS..................................................

PLAZAS & SQUARES........................................................

Transect System Illustrated: Elements that determine urbanism exist in a range that can correspond to the gradient of the Transect. 
Most of the elements listed here are addressed in the SmartCode prescriptions.

T1 T6T5T4T3T2

III. TRANSECT SYSTEM ILLUSTRATED
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SMARTCODE      
municipality

 SMARTCODE VERSION 8.0

R U R A L l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l U R B A N

DISTRICTS

T1  
           NATURAL 
          ZONE

T2    
           RURAL 
          ZONE

T3   
           SUB-URBAN
          ZONE

T4  
                        GENERAL URBAN 
          ZONE

T5  
          URBAN CENTER 
          ZONE

T6  
           URBAN CORE
          ZONE

SD   
            SPECIAL 
           DISTRICTS

Note:  All requirements 
in this Table are sub-
ject to calibration for 
local context.

TABLE 14  SMARTCODE SUMMARY

A.   ALLOCATION OF ZONES    ( s e e  Se c t i o n  3 . 1  and Table  2 ) ( s e e  Table  15)
CLD no minimum 50% MIN 10 - 30% 20 - 40% prohibited
TND no minimum 10 - 30% 30 - 60 % 10 - 30% prohibited
RCD no minimum prohibited 10 - 30% 10 - 30% 40 - 80%
TOD no minimum prohibited 0 - 30% 0 - 30% 40 - 100%

B.    BASE RESIDENTIAL DENSITY   (see  Sect ion 3.4)
By Right 1 unit / 100 ac. avg. 1 unit / 20 ac avg. 2 units / ac. gross 4 units / ac. gross 6 units / ac. gross 12 units / ac. gross
By TDR by Variance 6 units / ac. gross 12 units / ac. gross 24 units / ac. gross 96 units / ac. gross
Other  Funct ions by Variance 10 - 20% min 20 - 30% min 30 - 50% min 50 - 70% min

C.  BLOCK SIZE
Block Per imeter no maximum 3000 ft. max 2400 ft. max 2000 ft. max 2000 ft. max          *

D.  PUBLIC FRONTAGES   (see  Tables  3  and 4)
* 3000 ft. max with parking structures

HW & RR permitted prohibited
BV prohibited permitted
SR prohibited permitted prohibited
RS prohibited permitted prohibited
SS & AV prohibited permitted
CS & AV prohibited permitted
Rear  Lane permitted prohibited
Rear  Al ley prohibited permitted required
Path permitted prohibited
Passage prohibited permitted
Bicycle  Tra i l permitted prohibited     *
Bicycle  Lane permitted prohibited
Bicycle  Route permitted

E.  CIVIC SPACES   (see  Table  13)
* permitted within Open Spaces

Park permitted
Green prohibited permitted prohibited
Square prohibited permitted
Plaza prohibited permitted
Playground permitted

F.  LOT OCCUPATION
Lot  Width by Variance by Warrant 72 ft. min 120 ft. max 18 ft. min 96 ft. max 18 ft. min 180 ft. max 18 ft. min 700 ft. max

DISPOSITION

Lot  Coverage by Variance by Warrant 60% max 70% max 80% max 90% max

G.  BUILDING DISPOSITION
Front  Setback by Variance 48 ft. min 24 ft. min 6 ft. min 18 ft. max 0 ft. min 12 ft. max 0 ft. min 12 ft. max
Side Setback by Variance 96 ft. min 12 ft. min 0 ft. total min 0 ft. min 24 ft. max 0 ft. min 24 ft. max
Rear   Setback by Variance 96 ft. min 12 ft. min 3 ft. min    * 3 ft. min    * 0 ft. min

H.  BUILDING TYPE (see Table  9 ) * or 15 ft. from center line of alley

Edgeyard permitted prohibited
Sideyard prohibited permitted prohibited
Rearyard prohibited permitted permitted

I .  PRIVATE FRONTAGES (see Table  7 )
Common Yard not applicable permitted prohibited

CONFIGURATION

Porch & Fence not applicable prohibited permitted prohibited
Terrance or  L .C. not applicable prohibited permitted prohibited
Forecourt not applicable prohibited permitted
Stoop not applicable prohibited permitted
S h o p f r o n t  &  A w n i n g not applicable prohibited permitted
Gal lery not applicable prohibited permitted
Arcade not applicable prohibited permitted

J.  BUILDING HEIGHT (see Table  8 )
Pr inc ipa l  Bui ld ing not applicable 3 stories max 4 stories max, 2 min 6 stories max, 2 min 12 stories max, 2 min
Outbui ld ing not applicable 2 stories max 2 stories max 2 stories max not applicable

K.  BUILDING FUNCTION (see Table  10  &11)
Resident ia l prohibited restricted use limited use open use

FUNCTIONLodging prohibited restricted use limited use open use
Off ice prohibited restricted use limited use open use
Reta i l prohibited restricted use limited use open use

ARTICLE 5
ARTICLE 2 ,  3 ,  4  SC129
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